Moving Forward on All Fronts

IMPACT REPORT I 2019

PACE: The Gold Standard of Senior Care
CEI is proud to be a PACE provider, offering a healthcare plan and person-centered care that covers everything for our participants.
PACE—Program of All-inclusive Care for the Elderly—led the way with this integrated support system that remains the model other
organizations strive to emulate. Our cooperative care teams are made up of 11 professional disciplines that work together to create an
individualized plan for each participant. Support goes beyond just medical care and includes everything from nutritious meals to socializing
and activities to in-home assistance and transportation.
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Increasing Our Impact
Our rapidly aging population requires new thinking about how to ensure
older adults remain a thriving part of their communities. No single entity
can possibly address everything that is needed—yet the current patchwork
of senior services and support is a frustrating jumble of gaps and overlap.
CEI is in a unique position to help shape the evolution of elder care and
support. Unlike other providers, we specialize in care for seniors, making
our staff uniquely qualified to address the needs of older adults. After nearly
three decades as a PACE provider, we have accumulated vast knowledge
and hands-on experience of how to improve physical and mental health
outcomes through whole-person care. I believe that we have an obligation
to share this expertise with other organizations and agencies that are
working to improve older adults’ lives. And in return, we gain exposure to
their expertise and the latest innovations, thinking and trends impacting
seniors that allow us to keep improving CEI.
In this report, you can see highlights of our progress on various fronts in
2019, including opening new PACE centers and serving new populations.
We are always striving to enrich life for our participants, as demonstrated
by our new volunteer program that increases the number and variety of
activities available. But we also work to support macro-level policies and
solutions that will in time trickle down to our seniors—such as partnering
with other advocates, including AARP, to convince Governor Newsom
to declare California the nation’s 6th age-friendly state as part of his
Master Plan on Aging.
CEI’s success would not be possible without our dedicated staff, who
genuinely care about our participants and form real connections with
them. They take our mission to heart and have a front-row seat for how
their work positively impacts our participants, our communities and,
ultimately, all of us as we age.

We are also fortunate to have invaluable guidance from the members of
our two boards, whose varied backgrounds help us envision new solutions
and approaches. And of course, funding from generous individuals,
foundations and organizations dramatically multiplies CEI’s impact.
By working together, we can create communities where everyone can
continue to live and flourish as we age. And with your help, CEI can remain
at the center of this critical change.
Thank you,

Linda Trowbridge
Chief Executive Officer
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Delivering on Our Mission
The Center for Elders’ Independence exists to promote health and wellbeing among seniors so they
can continue to live in their homes.
By focusing on the whole person, including their medical, social, emotional and nutritional needs, CEI helps alleviate common hurdles
and stresses that can jeopardize independence. Our impact on East Bay seniors reached record heights in 2019 as we expanded our
service area, and added new facilities and participants.

The CEI Mission
• Provide integrated health care services that are high quality, yet affordable
• Promote autonomy and quality of life for our participants
• Help these individuals continue to live in their communities

How CEI Supported Seniors in 2019

42,460
home care visits

4,209 hours
of primary care

made to CEI
participants

provided to over 800
CEI participants

787

2,303

65,075 visits
by participants
to the CEI Centers
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126,217 trips
transporting CEI
participants to centers,
appointments and more

2,437
volunteer hours
from 244 people completed
since March

112,550
meals served
in CEI centers and through
home-delivered meals

Delivering on Our Mission

Getting our participants outside and moving
on sunny days offers a fun way to improve
both their mental and physical health.
Photo credit: Maurice Ramirez
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Branching Out
CEI’s expansion took several different forms in 2019. We went beyond just growing our service area to opening
up new opportunities to serve people who are not eligible for PACE, but could benefit from the coordinated
care we offer. Additionally, we are broadening the number of people we can potentially reach with our popular
caregiver program.

NEW CONSTITUENCIES
Solutions to End Homelessness for Older Adults
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Homelessness has become an endemic problem, especially in the highcost Bay Area. Many homeless seniors would qualify for PACE, except for
one issue—they don’t have a permanent residence. Since essential PACE
services are rendered in the home, we are committed to getting these
elders housed so they can receive the support they need.

Newly
homeless
individuals
is 65 or older

CEI’s integrated care model provides an ideal structure for individuals who
may need a variety of services to find housing and remain housed. That’s
why we are actively working with service organizations and affordable
housing providers to address our local homeless senior crisis.
Boston, Philadelphia, and San Diego have already successfully deployed
PACE and supportive housing models and CEI intends to employ the
best practices they have developed. Through a partnership with the
Corporation for Supportive Housing, we are working with developers
to designate some of their units for older adults who qualify for PACE,
while also helping them leverage funding and Section 8 vouchers. Once
housed, CEI will be able to support these seniors with PACE services.
This exciting initiative enables CEI to help formerly homeless older adults
to become permanently housed. And it provides another opportunity
to demonstrate how the PACE model of care can support vulnerable
populations beyond those we currently help.
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Helping Profoundly Ill and Disabled Individuals
CEI is supporting an additional group of people with complicated care
needs through the State of Califonia’s Home and Community Based
Alternatives (HCBA) waiver program. Waiver programs like this are
intended to meet the needs of Medi-Cal recipients with profound medical
issues, such as developmental disabilities or HIV, that require more than
basic Medi-Cal services. HCBA is specifically for anyone, regardless of age,
who needs an institutional level of care, but would prefer to live at home.
This is close to PACE’s core mission, which may be why California tapped
CEI to administer their HCBA waiver programs for Alameda and Contra
Costa counties in late 2018.

When we were brought onboard, there were nearly 200 people on the waiting
list, some of whom applied in 2014. We have spent our first year clearing this
list, contacting everyone and enrolling individuals as quickly as possible. We
assess each person’s needs, recommend a care and support plan for the state
to approve, and follow up monthly with waiver recipients. In 2020, we aim to
eliminate the waiting list altogether and respond to people in real time, while
also increasing our service area to Napa and Sonoma Counties.

CEI’S EXPANDING SERVICE AREA
Hercules

Martinez
Concord

Richmond

Walnut
Creek

NEW PARTNERSHIP
Lafayette

A Win-Win for Caregivers and Care Receivers
CEI is continuing to deliver our highly successful Caring for the Caregiver program
with the help of DayBreak Adult Care Centers of Alameda County. Our program
stands apart because it focuses on the wellbeing of caregivers themselves,
instead of on how to provide support. Over the past two years, we have helped
family caretakers of older adults learn coping techniques for dealing with the
stresses and intense emotions they may encounter. These classes are offered free
of charge in Alameda County thanks to Measure A funding.
CEI has partnered with DayBreak to promote Caring for the Caregiver at senior
centers, churches and other places where we can reach people who are caring
for their loved ones. This partnership increases CEI’s ability to share our expertise
and give back to the community and voters that supported funding this program.

Moraga

Alameda
San Leandro
Current CEI
Service Area
Area Not
Covered

Castro Valley
Hayward
Fremont

Over the past two years, we have helped
family caretakers of older adults learn coping
techniques for dealing with the stresses and
intense emotions they may encounter.
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Providing Community
Isolation is a medical condition that impacts people across all demographics, including older adults. People can
become trapped at home due to mobility or mental challenges, depression, poverty, or even something as simple as not having a ride. CEI is continuing to open new PACE facilities to provide even more East Bay elders with
social opportunities, activities, hot meals, group exercise—and rides to and from the centers.
NEW FACILITIES
Creating Space for Socialization
CEI’s PACE centers provide a gathering place for participants to connect
with their peers and participate in activities, as well as receive medical
care. Building new facilities allows CEI to expand our service area and
aid more older adults in the East Bay.
In 2019, we were pleased to open one new PACE center, while also
breaking ground on another. To build these and future facilities, we are
using the advice and experience of our participants, as well as lessons
learned when developing our highly successful San Leandro PACE
Center. While each property requires adaptations—for example, turning
a parking lot into a delightful outdoor space and garden in downtown
Oakland—we are already seeing the benefits of bringing people
together in these purpose-built facilities designed to meet the needs
of today’s seniors.
The CEI Downtown Oakland Center opened in early 2019 and includes
a gym overlooking the street scene, plus a medical clinic, computer
lab, demonstration kitchen, dining center, multi-purpose rooms and
outdoor space.
In November 2019, we submitted designs for CEI’s sixth site. The Concord
PACE Center is expected to open in 2020.
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“

Designing a CEI PACE Center is a rewarding
experience that includes CEI’s PACE
participants. Their input is the blueprint
that guides us.” — Kava Massih, Architect

2019 PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Art Therapy
A therapy student from Peru led a 10-week course in our
Downtown Oakland Center aimed at helping participants—especially those with dementia or Parkinson’s—express themselves through art and regain a sense of control
over their lives.

Music Program
To encourage movement and dance among participants,
we bring in outside musicians to CEI centers and also make
instruments available to the seniors. With support from
our donors, we purchased five new pianos for each of our
centers. And this year, a group of participants spent weeks
writing songs for a performance they put on for their peers
and CEI staff.

Participant Artist
The beautiful décor of our San Leandro Center comes alive
and takes us around the world thanks to the artwork of one
of our participants. Nansheng Liu’s exceptional paintings of
his travels were first noticed by his home care worker, who
brought them to our attention. Mr. Liu kindly lets us display
15 or so of his pieces at once and there are so many, we can
change the artwork monthly.
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Offering Purpose
It’s no secret that focusing attention externally and being part of something larger than ourselves offers a wealth
of benefits. In 2019, CEI took steps to make it easier than ever for people to donate their time and talents to our
participants, while also offering CEI seniors multiple ways to give back to the community. It has been rewarding
to facilitate people’s natural inclination to aid and connect with others.

CONNECTING WITH THE COMMUNITY
CEI’s PACE Corps Volunteer Program
Opening new PACE Centers has put a spotlight on the importance of
volunteers. More facilities mean more participants, so volunteers help
us keep these seniors engaged, educated and entertained, while also
expanding and enhancing the activities we can offer. What’s more,
they free up paid staff’s time to address other needs.
CEI has always encouraged community-participant connections, but
in 2019 we strengthened our commitment by hiring a new volunteer
manager, Andrew Hayes, to open up opportunities and attract
organizations and individuals looking for ways to give back to the
community. The impact has already been tremendous.
Outreach programs to local businesses, schools and organizations, plus
online notices and social media, have helped get out the word about
CEI and the elders we support. Volunteers are bringing their passions
and manpower to help us offer more robust engagement—an average
of eight activities a day per center. The variety of events ranges from
teaching our seniors to luau dance to helping them use the latest
technology, sponsoring a Halloween party and a Sip & Paint event,
and even offering administrative support in our offices.
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With our volunteer program structure in place, we can continue to
expand our efforts and open up new and creative opportunities for
the community and our participants to connect, socialize and learn
from each other.

CEI PARTICIPANTS GIVE BACK
CEI participants also find purpose by donating their talents in service to
others. Just a few of the ways they give back to the community include
making treats for our annual Holiday Toast to thank supporters, sewing
quilts to donate to neo-natal wards and homeless shelters, and even
volunteering at the Alameda County Community Food Bank.

“

I like CEI’s mission and the services they
provide to seniors. Volunteering here makes
me feel like I’m making a difference in the
community.” — Mia, CEI PACE Corps Volunteer
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Improving Nutrition
Studies show the link between nutritious food and better physical and mental health. But many CEI participants
do not have reliable access to healthy food due to financial issues, digestive problems, bad teeth, or even difficulty
shopping for and preparing meals. CEI’s new nutrition initiative, A Healthy PACE, is aimed at increasing the ways we
make people aware of and provide them access to good food.

CONNECTING THROUGH COOKING
Cooking Classes
When participants told us they wanted some
place at our centers to cook for themselves,
we had no idea of all the positive things that
would emerge from providing this space.
Cooking tasks such as measuring, cutting,
pouring and stirring offer unique occupational
therapy. And we encourage everyone to share
their favorite recipes, creating a celebration of
different cultures through food. Participants
tell us that these twice-monthly classes have
stirred fond memories and provided a means
to bond and get to know each other in a way
that transcends language barriers.
Demonstration kitchens like those in San
Leandro and Downtown Oakland will be a
part of each new PACE center going forward.
As we are witnessing, communal preparation
of food helps older adults connect with their
past, their culture and each other.
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HOME-DELIVERED MEALS
Eating Well While at Home
Weekly evaluations by CEI’s care teams help identify participants with food security issues,
and whether their need is ongoing or temporary, such as after a hospital stay. Thanks to
funding from generous donors, we can fill these gaps and help provide our seniors with the
healthy food they need, whenever they need it. Beyond serving a hot and nutritious meal to
elders when they visit a center, we can also provide them with prepared meals to take home
or deliver meals to those who are homebound. What’s more, the food is personalized to
each individual’s preferences and dietary restrictions.

CREATIVE COLLABORATIONS
Teaming Up with the City of San Leandro and the Alameda County
Community Food Bank
In the Fall of 2019, a group of our staff and participants joined the City of San Leandro in
packing bags of food at the food bank in Alameda. The bags were then distributed to the
seniors at our San Leandro center. This opened our eyes to a new avenue for addressing
food insecurity among older adults.

Providing Hands-On Experience
Luk Savio, a student dietitian from Hong Kong, shadowed CEI nutritionists during a
two week visit to the United States to learn about designing delicious meals with high
nutritional value for a widely diverse population.

“

Studying how CEI meets the nutritional needs of its PACE
participants ‘raised the bar’ for my peers back in Hong Kong.”
— Luk Savio
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Working for a Better Future
CEI is offering our unique insight and knowledge about elders and the challenges they face to organizations
and government agencies that are focused on improving the lives of seniors today and for decades to come.

ADVOCATING FOR SENIORS
Livable Oakland

“

Livable communities are all about making places work well for people of
all ages, particularly older adults. Realizing that many of our participants
reside in Oakland, CEI approached the city about becoming more agefriendly. The Mayor’s Commission on Aging was eager to partner with
us, so we set out to assess the need for and viability of making Oakland
a more livable community. In 2019, the Oakland Commission on Aging
successfully lobbied the City Council for significantly more money to be
allocated to elders. These funds will be used for a variety of purposes,
including improving food security for vulnerable older adults, upgrading
technology in senior centers, and establishing a home-match program
that brings together elders who have extra living space with others who
need housing.

I came away from the Senior Health Policy Forum with a
deeper understanding of challenges that providers, family
caregivers, and older adults face when trying to access
appropriate housing, services and supports. We have an
opportunity to address such things in California’s forming
Master Plan on Aging. I commend the leadership by our two
Bay Area PACE organizations, CEI and On Lok, for convening
their 6th Health Policy Forum. It was incredibly valuable.”
— Kim McCoy Wade, Director, California Department of Aging

Bay Area Senior Health Policy Forum
In December 2019, CEI was a primary sponsor of this sixth biennial
conference, centered around informing policy and creating a healthy
aging environment. “Shaping the Future Together: Aging in the Bay
Area” brought together 250 advocates, policymakers, providers and
stakeholders for a roundtable discussion, eight breakout sessions, a
networking lunch and more centered around finding creative ways to
strengthen the safety net for seniors. Topics covered included regional
trends and opportunities in senior homelessness, the 2020 census,
making age-friendly plans actionable, and innovative, supportive
senior housing models.
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Grace Li, CEO On Lok Lifeways, Assemblymember Ash Kalra (D-San Jose), and Linda
Trowbridge, CEO Center for Elders’ Independence.

“

Some of the most exciting innovations in technology
today are happening in the healthcare space. CEI’s
expertise as a PACE provider is playing a critical,
unique role in advancing promising start-up
technologies to improve and expand care for older
adults when and where they need it most - at home.
— Irem Mertol-Rami, FEI Trustee

EMPLOYING TECHNOLOGY
Health Tech Committee
Healthcare presents one of the biggest, most exciting opportunities for
technology to have a profound impact on our lives, especially for older
adults. This goes beyond sophisticated in-home monitoring services to
solutions that work proactively to predict changes in someone’s condition.
As a respected authority on senior issues, CEI is a sought-after consultant
and proving ground for startups looking to improve healthcare through
technology. CEI’s Health Tech Committee has standardized the process for
evaluating these opportunities and their practicality for our participants,
and is helping CEI discover innovations with tremendous promise.

CPUC Grant
In-home Internet access and tablets are a great way for elders to stay
in touch with family, keep up with the news, track their medications
and entertain their minds. But many CEI participants cannot afford this
technology. CEI applied for and was awarded a $160,000 grant from the
California Public Utilities Commission to put toward digital literacy and
education for older adults. CEI is leveraging this funding to help seniors
respond to the 2020 census, sign up for health care benefits like CalFresh
and develop personal plans for emergencies. We are seeking funding
for hotspots, smart devices, and more to help our participants connect
digitally with family and friends.
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Enabling the Greater Vision
CEI’s fundraising arm, the Fund for Elders’ Independence (FEI), is fortunate to have a highly involved board
of volunteer trustees who offer their particular areas of expertise and interest to drive the organization
forward. They introduce us to interesting ideas and opportunities that help CEI be more creative in how
we advance elder issues. FEI’s efforts—combined with the funding provided by our generous donors—
enable CEI to grow in exciting new directions that improve seniors’ lives.

Healthcare Technology
We are lucky to have Irem Mertol-Rami volunteer for our FEI board and
bring her passion for discovering new delivery models and technologies
to enhance aging in place. With her insight and connections, Irem is an
ideal person to help CEI discover the latest trends and advancements
for improving the lives of older adults. She has introduced her network
of healthcare innovators and funders to CEI, where we are working
together to evaluate and provide input on solutions in progress that
have the potential to help enhance and expand senior services through
technology, as well as ways to employ existing technology.

“

CEI has flourished and grown more innovative under Michael Smart’s
decades-long leadership of our board of directors. As we transition
to a new chair, we are grateful for Michael’s vision and invaluable
contributions, and look forward to benefiting from his continued input.”
— Linda Trowbridge
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Michael Smart and his wife Carolyn Novosel.

Senior-friendly Design
Kava Massih is a highly renowned architect whose
specialty is transforming urban settings with challenging
issues, such as those where existing structures must
be incorporated, rehabilitated or preserved. Working
with KMA associates, Jerry Mastora and Mary Williams,
have helped CEI disrupt the top-down approach to
designing senior facilities and instead solicit input from
the participants who will actually use the space. CEI now
uses the insight gained from this process and partnership
to inform the design of our new centers and rehabilitation
of existing facilities. CEI and our participants are benefiting
immensely from this perspective and knowledge about
how to develop spaces that truly meet the needs and
wishes of today’s older adults—designs that are easily
applied to supporting the disabled community as well.

Reframing Attitudes About Aging
Dr. Nader Shabahangi is a man of many talents: the
co-founder of assisted living communities in the
Bay Area, as well as a respected author and licensed
psychotherapist. But the talent he brings to CEI is helping
people view aging in a whole new way. Believing that
growing old is the best time of life, Nader facilitates CEI’s
series of popular “eldership” events that help people
examine their attitudes, thoughts and worries about
getting older. Participants and their families, our support
organization partners and community members are all
invited to these to free community events. People walk
away with a new perspective on the progression of life
and how to find joy and fulfillment at any stage.

THANK YOU TO OUR BOARD MEMBERS
CEI could not accomplish all of the good
work we do without the dedication and
invaluable wisdom and support offered
by our volunteer boards.
CEI BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Florence Raskin, Chair
Chip Conradi
Michael Harris
Eddie Hill
Joanna Kim-Selby
Marty Lynch
Dev Mahadevan
Michael Smart
Darryl Stewart
William Webster
Linda Trowbridge, President and CEO

FUND FOR ELDERS’
INDEPENDENCE TRUSTEES
Amy Kimmel, Chair
Braden Busch
Chip Conradi
Kava Massih
Irem Mertol-Rami
Florence Raskin
Dr. Nader Shabahangi
Karlya Shelton-Benjamin
Michael Smart
Linda Trowbridge
Péllo Walker
Lenore McDonald, Executive Director
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Our Deep Gratitude to These Generous Donors
January 1, 2019 – December 31, 2019
On Lok Lifeways

Naidu, Jane &
Lauren Permaul

The Mervyn L. Brenner
Foundation

Megan Lynch

Florence & Paul Raskin ©

Debra & Anne Weberling

Kristy Min D

Pound Management

HumanGood

William & Joan Webster ©

Margarita Molina-Hinkley

Royal Ambulance, Inc.

Steve Ross

Janice Woycheshin

CalTrans

Rhoda Obar

Wells Fargo Foundation

Craig Rossi

Dan Helvering

Measure A

Silver Ride

SHI International

Resources for Community
Development

Kaiser Permanente

Michael Smart ©

Peter Szutu & Jan Eldred ©

Public Health Institute

Michael Tully-Cintron

$250 & Above

Jerrylyn Romano D

Linda & Jeff Trowbridge D

Fiona Wilmot

$10,000 & Above

West Davis & Bergard
Foundation

© Board & Trustee Donors
D Staff Donors
$25,000 & Above

Payden & Rygel Investment
Management

Aroner, Jewel & Ellis Partners
Paul Banta

Seth Scher D
Deb Schwark D
Young Shin
Trudy Triner

$500 & Above

Ralph Banta ©

Maria Accardo

Bay Area Vital-Link, Inc.

Leslie Alspach

Blaisdell’s Business Products

Alexis Burck ©

Suzan W. Bateson

Capiraso Group, Inc.

Braden Busch ©

$5,000 & Above

Omar &
Karlya Benjamin ©

Supervisor Keith Carson

CalPACE

Helen Chen

Centricity Solutions

East Bay Assisted Living

Debra Bussey

Christian Church Homes

Chip & Becky Conradi ©

JW & HM Goodman Family
Charitable Foundation

Peter & Karen Campbell

Covia
Real Estate Law Group

East Bay Korean American
Senior Services Center

All Additional Funders

Alexis Chettiar D

Kava Massih Architects ©

Alicia English D

Fremont Bank

Advanced Medical Personnel

Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.

Rosen, Bien, Galvan,
& Grunfeld

Vic Gellon D

Legal Assistance for Seniors

Ericka Curls Bartling

Joseph Flores

Dianna Garrett D

Generations Now, LLC

Andrew Avins

Rossi Builders

Xtelesis Corporation

Golden State Warriors
Seymour & Pam Kurtz

Anessa Hileman

Amanda Balough

Carol Leytem ©

Emily Hoshida D

Erika Bauer

Lincoln Financial Group

Douglas Hubert

Sara Baughn

Martin Lynch ©

Barbara Becker

Lenore McDonald D

Jewish Community
Federation
Catherine Johnson D

Justin Lola D

Meals on Wheels of
Alameda County

J.K. Belz & Associates, Inc.

Petrice Kam D

McKesson Foundation

Christopher Nathan

Maureen Kildee

Paula A. Morgan

Heidi Bersin

Senator Nancy Skinner

Larry Kimmel

Mueller Prost

Dale Berven

Ed & Susie Stark

Eileen Kunz

Murphy Burr Curry, Inc.

Bette’s Oceanview Diner

Debi Stebbins

LeadingAge California

Nutrition Solutions

Luisa Buada

Andre Taylor

Shun Lee

Charlotte Owens

Jennifer Cancino

Telepacific Communications

David Lindeman

Anne Bookin ©
HUB International Insurance
Services

$1,000 & Above

InnovAge

Jay & Irene Hsu

$2,500 & Above
East Bay Asian Local
Development Corporation
Family Bridges
Alex Gunst
Hill & Company
Communications
LifeLong Medical Care
Woon Wai Ma D
Dylan McReynolds
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Joel Anderson

Irem Mertol ©

Bing & Josh Isenberg D
John Muir Health
Amy Kimmel ©
Gloria & Eddington Lee

Ella Veytsman D
Mary & Péllo Walker ©
Elizabeth Wells-Peters
Maia White D
Skelly Wingard

ABC Security Service, Inc.

Clara Bell
Paula Bender D

In Kind Donors

Carl Williams
by Regina Edge-Pugh

Blasdell’s Business Products

Bill Kramer

John & Barbara Taylor

Stephanie Casenza

Caitlin Lang

Theresa Nelson

Susan Louise Castellanos

Kan & Nellie Lau

Joanne Tornatore-Pili

Chonita Chew

Ideal Cleaners

Judy Tsui

John Chiang

Rene Lewellyn

Catherine Varnau

by Dwight Williams

Lizzie & Jason Chin D

Peggy Lichtart

Jim Vawter

by Rhoda Obar

Marcie Cohen ©

Yawen Lin

Elliot L. Wenger

by Claudia Simmons

Emily Cronbach

Daniel Liu

Alice Westbrooks

Patrick & Barbara Cullinane

Chrissie Love D

Maia White D

Seniors’ Stewards

Darlene Daevu

Steve Lustig

Seamus Wilmot

Dafina Dailey D

Heather Madaus D

Joyce Wu

Péllo & Mary Walker ©

Dev & Linda Mahadevan ©

David & Gail Yamamoto

Seniors’ Stewards are current
supporters who have given for
ten or more consecutive years.

Kara De La Paz

Kevin McGourty

ABC Security Service

Paul DeVivo

Mac McKissack

Regina Edge-Pugh

Linda Metcalf

Memorial Gifts

Peter & Karen Campbell

Gerry Ehrmann

Marna Mignone

In 2019, gifts were made in
memory or honor of

Helen Chen

Earl & Janet Ellisen

Melissa Nagel D

Angela Engel

Susan Neuhaus

Jean Evans D

Celia Nunn D

Susan Ewing

Wes Palmquist

Mariellen Faria

Mark Patenaude

Bill Ferrara

Jean Payne

Wanda Ford

Bonnie & John Pearson

Myra Friel

Lavonne Rambo D

Mary Griffin

Fred L. Rhian

John Gumbel

Mark Roberts

Charlene Harrington

Ron Krantzman

Michael S. Harris ©

Christine Rozance

Eddie Hill ©

Mandy Salomon

Scott Hill

Marc Sapir

Rayna Holmberg

Agnes Sasaki

David & Marily Howekamp

Jack Sawyer

Guizhu Huang D

Mark Schlientz

Charles H. Jackson D

Patt Schroeder

Karuna Jagger
Norma Johnson

Richard & Caroline
Melinicoff

Vidah & Bob Johnston

Sonya Siaw

Harold Jones

Elana Sissons D

Tanya Kailath D

Yolanda Smith

Kangsik Kay

Ryan Soto

Chung Suk Kim

Raisa Stepakova D

Susan L. Castellanos

Arnie Banta by Ralph,
Paul, & Gary Banta

DayBreak Adult Care Centers

Susan Castellanos
by Susan L. Castellanos

Peter Szutu & Jan Eldred ©

John Ehrmann
by Gerry Ehrmann

Eddie Hill ©

Daisy Ford
by Wanda Ford

Gloria & Eddington Lee

Nancy Hill
by Scott Hill

LifeLong Medical Care

by Norma Johnson
Mildred McGill
by Réne Lewellyn
Robin McReynolds
by Dylan McReynolds
Maria Mendez
by Maria Accardo
Marion Modena by Patrick
& Barbara Cullinane
by Peter & Karen Campbell
Bill & Dorothy Prauge
by Emily Hoshida

Directline Tele Response
Dianna Garrett ©
Joanna Kim-Selby ©
Réne Lewellyn
Martin Lynch ©
Bruce Miller
Nutrition Solutions
On Lok Lifeways
Jason Pera
Naidu, Jane & Lauren Permaul
Florence & Paul Raskin ©
Rosen Bien Galvan & Grunfeld
Jack Sawyer
Michael Smart &
Carolyn Novosel ©

Adventure Cat Sailing Charters
Clif Family Winery
Concannon Vineyard
Craig Rossi
Daily Digital Imaging
Family Forever Photography
Half Moon Bay Lodge
HUB International Insurance
Lake Chabot Golf Course
Marin Theater Company
Mary & Péllo Walker
New Park Theater
Oakland Ice Center
Oakland Zoo
Pier 39
Pixar Animation Studios
Ray Morgan Company
RoastCo
Sonoma Canopy Tours
Sorensen’s Resort
Swiss Louis Restaurant, Inc.
The Cliffs Hotel & Spa
The Walt Disney Family
Museum

Thank You to Our Donors

Patricia Weberling
by Debra & Anne Weberling

Pam Carbonell

Vichy Springs Resort
VJB Cellars
Wellington Cellars
Zulu Nyala
We regret any errors or
omissions. For corrections please
contact Lenore McDonald at:
(510) 433-1150

Ed & Susie Stark

Jerry Sakamoto
by Dick & Agnes Sasaki

John & Barbara Taylor

James Smith
by Jack Sawyer

William & Joan Webster ©

Debra Weberling

Lizette Suarez
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Providing Coordinated Care
to East Bay Seniors
H
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CENTER LOCATIONS
1. Downtown Oakland Center
510 17th Street
Oakland, CA 94612
2. Downtown Oakland Clinic
1955 San Pablo Avenue
Oakland, CA 94612
3. Berkeley PACE Center
1497 Alcatraz Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94702
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4. Josie Barrow PACE Center
7200 Bancroft Avenue, Suite 188
Oakland, CA 94605
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5. San Leandro PACE Center
1850 Fairway Drive
San Leandro, CA 94577
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6. Guardian – Adult Day Health Center
3905 San Pablo Dam Road
El Sobrante, CA 94803
NEW! Opening in Fall 2020
7. Concord PACE Center
1465 Civic Court
Concord, CA 94520
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www.elders.org

